Preserving Historic Places Indiana’s Statewide Preservation Conference
Mid-Century Modern Resources

Watch the The Mod Squad session on YouTube featuring archivists Jordan Ryan and Maire Gurevitz.

Mid-Century Modern Resources

DOCOMOMO US a non-profit organization dedicated to the documentation and conservation of buildings, sites and neighborhoods of the modern movement for nearly 25 years.

National Center for Preservation Technology and Training. Search “Mid-Century Modern” for articles, blogs, and technical information

Keeping it Modern Reports from the Getty Foundation Library

Future Anterior Journal

Indiana Modern, an affinity group of Indiana Landmarks

“Residential Planning and Development in Indiana, 1940-1973; Multiple Property Documentation.” Form available in SHAARD Database. Select “National Register” as survey type and enter “2566” in survey number blank. SHAARD is managed by the Indiana Division of Historic Preservation and Archaeology.

Indiana Historical Society’s collection guides for the Irwin-Sweeney-Miller-Family, Avriel Shull, Woollen, Molzan & Partners and Digital Image Collection. Also available Woollen, Molzan & Partners digital images and a map of Woollen-designed sites.

Documenting Modern Living: Miller House and Garden Digital Collection at Newfields:

Columbus Indiana Architectural Archives and Columbus architecture tours.

For more information on upcoming virtual sessions, visit the Preserving Historic Places Conference website.